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Abstract. This paper describes the participation of the SNUMedinfo team at the 

TREC Clinical Decision Support track 2014. This task is about medical case-

based retrieval. Case description is used as query text. Per each query, one of 

three categories (Diagnosis, Test and Treatment) is designated as target infor-

mation need. Firstly, we used external tagged knowledge-based query expan-

sion method for the relevance ranking. Secondly, machine learning classifier 

based text categorization method is used for the task-specific ranking. Finally, 

we combined relevance ranking and task-specific ranking with Borda-fuse 

method. Our method showed significant performance improvements. 
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1. Introduction  
 

In this paper, we describe the methods in participation of the SNUMedinfo team at 

the TREC Clinical Decision Support (CDS) track 2014. The task is about medical 

case-based retrieval task. Case description is used as query text. Per each query, one 

of three category (Diagnosis, Test and Treatment) is designated as target information 

need. For detailed task introduction, please see the overview paper of this track. 

 

 

 

2. Methods 
 

Our method can be summarized as following three steps (Section 2.1 to 2.3) 
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2.1 External tagged knowledge-based query expansion 

We used external medical literature corpus (MEDLINE® ) as a tagged knowledge 

source to acquire useful query expansion terms. We leased the 2014 

MEDLINE® /PubMed®  Journal Citations from the U.S. National Library of Medi-

cine. There are approximately 22 million MEDLINE citations. Article title, abstract 

text, MeSH descriptor fields are indexed. 

We used the unigram query likelihood (QL) model [1] with Dirichlet prior smooth-

ing [2] as our baseline retrieval model. The Indri search engine [3] was used in the 

experiment. The queries are stopped at the query time using the standard 418 

INQUERY stopword list, case-folded, and stemmed using Porter stemmer. 

Per each original case query, we retrieved relevant documents from external corpus 

(MEDLINE) using query likelihood model. We extracted MeSH MajorTopic de-

scriptors from top-k ranked documents. The original case query is expanded with 

these MeSH MajorTopic terms. Using this expanded query, we retrieved 1,000 docu-

ments per each query from target corpus (TREC CDS track). The Indri query is de-

scribed as follows. 

 

#weight ( (1-w) #combine (original query terms) 

            w #combine (expansion query terms) ) 

 

Similar method showed effective performance in our previous study1  [4] (Im-

ageCLEF case-based retrieval task 2013’ [5]).  

 

2.2 Task-specific ranking 

Per each query, one of three category (Diagnosis, Test and Treatment) is designat-

ed as target information need. We trained task classifiers on the Clinical Hedges data-

base [6] and applied them on the top 1,000 documents from Section 2.1 to have task-

specific ranking. 

In Clinical Hedges database, documents are manually classified by purpose catego-

ry (e.g., therapy, diagnosis, prognosis). We trained two task classifiers; 

CHD_TR_Classifier is trained to classify ‘therapy’ versus non-‘therapy’ documents. 

CHD_DX_Classifier is trained to classify ‘diagnosis’ versus non-‘diagnosis’ docu-

ments. SVM-perf [7] is used for the classification task. Both classifiers are trained to 

optimize AUC (area under the ROC curve).  

Trained classifiers are applied on the top 1,000 documents from Section 2.1. Then, 

documents are sorted by classification score. 

 

2.3 Combining relevance ranking with task-specific ranking 

We combined relevance ranking and task-specific ranking with Borda-fuse method 

[8]. When different aspects need to be considered together for the document ranking, 

Borda-fuse method showed effective performance in our previous experiment [9]. 

                                                           
1 Compared to our method used in the ImageCLEF 2013’ case-based retrieval task, this time we 

didn’t apply limitation on the publication type of pseudo-relevant documents. We found out 

that it is not helpful to improve performance in our additional experiments on the Im-

ageCLEF 2013 test set. 



 

2.4 Submitted runs 

 

Details of our submitted runs can be summarized as following table. 

 

Table 1. Submitted runs 

 

RunID Query Version Details per Query type 

SNUMedinfo1 Summary Diagnosis :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_DX_Classifier) 

 

Test :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_DX_Classifier) 

 

Treatment :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_TR_Classifier) 

SNUMedinfo2 Summary Diagnosis :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking     + 

rank_min2(CHD_DX_Classifier,  

CHD_TR_Classifier)   ) 

 

Test :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_DX_Classifier) 

 

Treatment :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_TR_Classifier) 

SNUMedinfo3 Summary Diagnosis :  

Relevance ranking only 

 

Test :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_DX_Classifier) 

 

Treatment :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_TR_Classifier) 

                                                           
2  For example, if Document A is ranked 10th by CHD_DX_Classifier, and ranked 800th by 

CHD_TR_Classifier, then output of rank_min for Document A is 10. If Document B is 

ranked 900th by CHD_DX_Classifier, and ranked 100th by CHD_TR_Classifier, then output 

of rank_min for Document B is 100. 



SNUMedinfo4 Description Diagnosis :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_DX_Classifier) 

 

Test :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_DX_Classifier) 

 

Treatment :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_TR_Classifier) 

SNUMedinfo5 

(No submit) 

Description Diagnosis :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking     + 

rank_min(CHD_DX_Classifier,  

CHD_TR_Classifier)   ) 

 

Test :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_DX_Classifier) 

 

Treatment :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_TR_Classifier) 

SNUMedinfo6 Description Diagnosis :  

Relevance ranking only 

 

Test :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_DX_Classifier) 

 

Treatment :  

Borda-fuse 

(Relevance ranking  + CHD_TR_Classifier) 

 

 

Query type Treatment is considered to be match with CHD_TR_Classifier. Query 

type Test is considered to be match with CHD_DX_Classifier. 

With regard to the query type Diagnosis, by definition it is considered equivalent 

to the query types used in ImageCLEF case-based retrieval task [5], and that’s why 

we applied only relevance ranking in SNUMedinfo3, SNUMedinfo6. But on the other 

hand, we thought that also it could be helpful to combine other task-specific ranking 

with relevance ranking, because Test or Treatment tasks are closely related to the 

Diagnosis task. 

 

 

 



3. Results 
 

Table 2. Evaluation results (query version: Summary) 

 

RunID infNDCG infAP P@10 

Baseline (QL) 0.1921 0.0501 0.3400 

ExternalQE 0.2224 0.0589 0.3200 

SNUMedinfo1 0.2188 0.0463 0.3367 

SNUMedinfo2 0.2173 0.0458 0.3333 

SNUMedinfo3 0.2406 0.0582 0.3467 

QL : Query likelihood model with original query 

ExternalQE : External tagged knowledge based query expansion 

Best result per column is marked in boldface 

 

Table 3. Evaluation results (query version: Description) 

 

RunID infNDCG infAP P@10 

Baseline (QL) 0.1877 0.0436 0.2933 

ExternalQE 0.2199 0.0511 0.3200 

SNUMedinfo4 0.2502 0.0545 0.3300 

SNUMedinfo5 0.2505 0.0556 0.3267 

SNUMedinfo6 0.2674 0.0659 0.3633 

QL : Query likelihood model with original query 

ExternalQE : External tagged knowledge based query expansion 

Best result per column is marked in boldface 

 

In Table 2, SNUMedinfo3 showed significant performance improvement over base-

line. In Table 3, SNUMedinfo6 showed significant performance improvement over 

baseline. Both SNUMedinfo3 and SNUMedinfo6 used relevance ranking only for the 

query type Diagnosis, while Borda-fuse of relevance ranking and task-specific rank-

ing is used for the Test and Treatment query type. 

 

 

 

4. Discussion 
 

In Table 4 and Table 5, we compared evaluation results of different methods per que-

ry type. 

 

Table 4. Comparison of results per query type 

(query version: Summary,  evaluation metric : infNDCG) 

 Diagnosis Test Treatment Total 

Baseline 0.2263 0.1515 0.1984 0.1921 

ExternalQE 0.2945 0.1546 0.2182 0.2224 

SNUMedinfo3 0.2945 0.1831 0.2443 0.2406 

ExternalQE : External tagged knowledge based query expansion 



 

Table 5. Comparison of results per query type  

(query version: Description,  evaluation metric : infNDCG) 

 Diagnosis Test Treatment Total 

Baseline 0.2270 0.1558 0.1804 0.1877 

ExternalQE 0.2977 0.1346 0.2273 0.2199 

SNUMedinfo6 0.2977 0.2029 0.3016 0.2674 

ExternalQE : External tagged knowledge based query expansion 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

TREC CDS 2014 was a medical case-based retrieval task, and each query had differ-

ent target task among diagnosis, test or treatment. As a first step, we used external 

tagged knowledge based query expansion method to retrieve relevant documents. As 

a second step, we trained machine learning document classifier to compute task-

specific ranking of documents. Finally, we combined relevance ranking and task-

specific ranking with Borda-fuse method. Our method showed significant improve-

ment over baseline method. 
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